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**I. Hakan Yetkiner,** Associate Professor of Economics, Vice-Dean of the Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences, and the Director of Research Center EKOLİDER, received his B.A. in Management from Middle East Technical University (METU) in 1989. He holds two Master degrees: M.S. in Economics from METU, and M.Sc. in Economics from London School of Economics. Professor Yetkiner was also awarded two Doctorate level degrees in Economics, from METU and from the University of Groningen, the Netherlands. After graduation, he spent two years at Hamburg University as a Post-Doctoral Researcher. Since September 2004, he has been affiliated with Department of Economics at Izmir University of Economics. In addition to one textbook and two edited books, Professor Yetkiner has published a wide range of articles in national and international journals. As director of EKOLİDER, Professor Yetkiner has played a leading role in the organization of over 15 conferences, at both national and international levels.

**M. Teoman Pamukçu** is an Associate Professor affiliated with the Department of Science and Technology Policy Studies at the Middle East Technical University, Turkey. He holds a BA degree in Economics, a MA degree in Econometrics, and a Ph.D. in Economics from the Free University of Brussels. He worked on issues relating to the emergence and development of information society, on labor market policies, and on the determinants of innovation activities of firms in developing countries. His current research interests are foreign direct investment, clusters of enterprises, and their impact on innovation and economic development. He has published articles in journals and chapters in books. M. Teoman Pamukçu is a Research Associate of the Economic Research Forum and a Member of the Board of Management of the International Joseph A. Schumpeter Association.

**Erkan Erdil** received his Bachelor degree in Political Science and Public Administration and Master Degree in Economics from METU. He continued his Ph.D. Studies in Economics in Maastricht University with the Nuffic Scholarship and received his Ph.D. degree in 2001. He received another Ph. D. degree from METU Economics Department in 2004. He was granted the title of Associate Professor in 2005. He has been a member of METU, Department of Economics, since 1992. He was the Vice-Chairman of the Department of Economics for three years. He has served as Chairman of the Science and Technology Policies Research Center (METU-TEKPOL) and Science and Technology Policy Studies Department, since 2002. He teaches mathematical statistics, econometrics, microeconomics, technology, and industrial strategy. His areas of interest are technology economics, labor economics, health economics, and applied econometrics. He is also a national expert in the 7th Framework Programme, Research Potential and Regions of Knowledge.

***
Gülgün Afacan graduated from the Department of Computer Education and Instructional Technology at Middle East Technical University. She received MSc degree in Information Systems from the Middle East Technical University. Currently, she continues her PhD at Middle East Technical University. She is a Research Assistant at Middle East Technical University e-Government Research and Development Centre.

İbrahim Arpacı graduated from the Department of Computer Education and Instructional Technology at Anadolu University. He received his MSc degree in Information Systems from the Middle East Technical University. Currently, he continues his PhD at Middle East Technical University, and he performs academic studies in technology acceptance, eLearning, eGovernment, and innovation management.

Elif Başçavuşoğlu-Moreau is a UK-IRC Research Fellow at the Centre for Business Research, University of Cambridge. Her current research in UK Innovation Research Centre (UK-IRC) investigates innovation and performance in knowledge-intensive business services, and contributes to the understanding of the linkages between different sectors and sector specific policy design. Her research interests relate to three inter-related areas. One strand focuses on how firms develop their innovation strategies and methods in order to maintain or increase their competitiveness, focusing particularly on servitization, service innovation, and open innovation strategies. The second relates to internal and external sources of innovation capabilities in small and medium-sized enterprises, especially in emerging countries. She is also interested in intellectual property rights and the analysis of patents and design rights. Prior to joining the University of Cambridge, Dr. Başçavuşoğlu-Moreau was a Research Associate in the Innovation and Entrepreneurship Group at Imperial College Business School. She holds a PhD in International Economics from University of Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne, as well as an MSc in International and Development Economics.

Selin Sayek Boke was born in 1972. She received her B.Sc. Degree in Economics (1993) from Middle East Technical University. She has received her MA in Economics (1996) and PhD in Economics (1999) from Duke University, USA. In 1999, she acted as a short-term consultant in the World Bank, Eastern and Central Asia Department. In the period 1998-99, she worked as an Instructor in the Duke University, Department of Economics and Terry Sanford Institute of Public Policy. From 1999-2001, she worked as an Assistant Professor in the Department of Economics, Bentley College. In 2011, she joined the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as an Economist, where she worked for the following two years. During her appointment at the IMF, she taught at the Public Policy School, Georgetown University, as a Visiting Professor. Since 2003, she has been a faculty member at the Department of Economics, Bilkent University, where she is currently Associate Professor and the Department Chair. For her contributions to the understanding of how Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) contributes to economics growth, she received the “Excellence Award in Global Economic Affairs,” granted by the Kiel Institute for the World Economy in 2007, the “TUBITAK Incentive Award,” granted by the Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK) in 2010, and the “Research Award” granted by Mustafa Parlar Foundation in 2011. Her main research interest is international economics.

Michele Cincera is full time Professor of Economics at the Solvay Brussels School of Economics and Management of Université Libre de Bruxelles, since 2001. He holds a Ph.D. in Economics (1998). From 2009-2010, he was a visiting scientist in the Knowledge for Growth Unit at the IPTS, a joint research
centre of the European Commission. His research interests embrace the quantitative assessment at the micro-level of innovative and entrepreneurial activities, their determinants, and their socio-economic impacts, the analysis of National Innovation Systems, and the development of new S&T indicators. His current research focuses on scientific research and innovation activities of firms with a particular emphasis on the economic outcomes of these activities and on assessing the efficiency of public policy measures to support them.

Mustafa Hilmi Çolakoğlu received his Bachelor degree in Mechanical Engineering from METU and Master Degree in Wood Industrial Engineering from Hacettepe University. He continued his Ph.D. studies in Gazi University and received his Ph.D. degree in 2004. He was granted the title of Associate Professor in 2011. He was the Vice-President of KOSGEB Small and Medium Industry Development Organization from 2005-2011. Now, he is Consultant to the General Secretary in TTGV, Turkey Technology Development Foundation. He teaches in Science and Technology Policies Research Center (METU-TEKPOL) on techno parks management.

Yusuf Cukurcaýir was born in 1983 in Ardahan, Turkey. He got his B.A. in Business Administration from Istanbul Bilgi University in 2006. He received his M.A. in International Trade Management at Bogazici University. He worked as an Assistant in a research project of Assoc. Prof. E. Nur Gunay in 2008 and 2009. Currently, he is attending a PhD program in Organization and Management at Istanbul Bilgi University. His research interests are international trade, business associations, corporate governance, and family businesses. He lives in Istanbul and works as the Foreign Trade Coordinator in his family-owned company, Ersin Shoes Company. He is responsible for international connections and trade since 2006. He travels a lot and has a portfolio of business and cultural experiences in different regions of the world.

Burak Dindaroğlu received a Ph.D. degree in Economics from the State University of New York in Albany in 2010. Prior to his Ph.D. studies, he studied Electrical and Electronics Engineering in Bilkent University, Turkey, where he completed his B.S. degree. Since 2010, he has been an Assistant Professor of Economics in Izmir University of Economics, Department of Economics. His primary research is on the economics of science and technology, with recent work on the organization of corporate R&D, R&D performance, knowledge spillovers and diffusion, and the mobility of technical personnel and scientists.

Bert Droste-Franke is Project Coordinator and Researcher at the Europäische Akademie zur Erforschung von Folgen Wissenschaftlich-Technischer Entwicklungen Bad Neuenahr-Ahrweiler GmbH. He is working in interdisciplinary projects dealing with technology assessment for a viable future energy system. He studied Physics with the second subject Economics in Göttingen and Heidelberg. In 1996, he graduated with a diploma thesis on aircraft-based measurements of trace gases in the upper troposphere prepared at the Max-Planck-Institute for Nuclear Physics, Heidelberg. In 2004, he received his Doctorate in Engineering Science on the quantification of environmental damages as contribution to environmental accounting at the Universität Stuttgart. From 1996 to 2006, he was on scholarship and a Research Assistant at Institut für Energiewirtschaft und Rationelle Energieanwendung (IER), Universität Stuttgart, working in leading projects and consulting activities for the European Commission, national institutions, and the Worldbank Group, in the area of integrated impact assessment, including model development ("EcoSense") and model integration.
Emilie-Pauline Gallié is the Head of Research at IMRI (Institute for the Management of Research and Innovation, University Paris-Dauphine). She is specialised in Innovation Economy and Regional Economy. Her research allowed her to develop a deep knowledge of the French system of innovation and more particularly of the public policies for innovation support. She is interested in the determinants of innovation and, more specifically, in the cooperative relationships, such as clusters. Her research has led her to study the specific role of SME in the French system of innovation.

Halit Gonenc earned his Ph.D in Finance at the College of Business and Administration, Old Dominion University, Virginia, USA. He is Assistant Professor of Finance and Research Affiliate at SOM Graduate School at University of Groningen, The Netherlands. Before this position, he was Associate Professor at Hacettepe University, Turkey. His research has been published in academic journals, such as European Financial Management, Corporate Governance: An International Review, Journal of International Financial Management and Accounting, Journal of Multinational Financial Management, and Economic Notes. His research interests are corporate governance and firm performance, capital structure, cash holdings, new equity issuers market, analysis of stock returns, and international and emerging markets finance. He is a member of the Financial Management Association (FMA) and the European Financial Management Association (EFMA).

Ummuhan Gökovalı is an Associate Professor in the Department of Economics at the University of Muğla. She received her B.S. degree in Economics from the Faculty of Political Science, Ankara University, Turkey. She did her Master degree at Oklahoma State University, USA, and gained her PhD from the Middle East Technical University, Turkey, in Economics. She has published numerous articles on the topics of intellectual property rights, economics of innovation, tourism, and feminization of poverty. She is currently the principle investigator of a study supported by the Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey.

Hadi Tolga Göksidan is working as a Research Assistant in the Middle East Technical University in the Science and Technology Policies Research Center doing research on micro and global R&D policy issues listed globally. Hadi Tolga Göksidan is an Industrial Engineer, having graduated from the Gazi University of Ankara with a B.Sc. in Industrial Engineering. Hadi Tolga Göksidan is also a Ph.D. candidate in the Middle East Technical University and a M.Sc. candidate in Gazi University. Being a lifelong student and a researcher, Hadi Tolga Göksidan has worked on innovation management and cluster development studies in the same education and research path for 6 years. Moreover, he has published many research papers and participated in many major national and EU research projects in different positions; he has earned considerable experience analyzing and mapping network-based relationships and industrial dynamics.

Renelle Guichard is an Economist and a former research fellow at IMRI (Institute for the Management of Research and Innovation, University Paris-Dauphine). Her research allowed her to acquire a thorough knowledge of the French and American systems of innovation and of science policies.

E. Nur Ozkan Gunay is an Associate Professor of Economics at Bogazici University. She graduated from Bogazici University with B.A. degree in Economics and received M.A. and Ph.D. from Vanderbilt University.
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University (USA). She is the Director of the Research Center for Innovation and Competition-Based Development Studies at Bogazici University. She is the National Delegate in Socio-Economic Sciences and Humanities (SSH) Thematic Area of the European Union 7th Framework Programmes. Her area of research is industry studies and financial institutions with a special focus on emerging markets; market structure, performance, efficiency, corporate governance, business ethics, crisis management, and prediction in the Turkish banking industry. Her current research focuses on innovation and SMEs in a knowledge-based economy and new financial architecture after the crisis of 2008. She lectures on undergraduate and graduate courses, specifically on International Economics, Global and Turkish Economy, World Trade, and Emerging Financial Markets.

Ioannis N. Katsikis studied Innovation Management and Technology Transfer at the Technological Institute of Thessaloniki. He holds an MSc in Environmental Policy and Management, an MBA in Business Process Management, both from the University of the Aegean, Greece, and an MPhil in Architecture and Space Planning from the National Technical University of Athens. Currently, he is a Doctoral Researcher at the Department of Management Science and Technology in the Athens University of Economics and Business, and he teaches at the Executive Programs of the University of Athens. He has been a Research Advisor of the European Commission and has valuable experience participating in major international R&D projects and offering consulting services to national governments and international organizations. He has published over 140 research papers in academic journals, edited books, and international conferences, and has won three best paper awards (AoM, BAM, ERSA).

Emek B. Kepenek is currently the Manager of a pre-incubation center at METU-TECHNOPOLIS. He also gives two M.S. courses at TEKPOL related with labour market and ST policies. Emek Kepenek received his BS in Sociology from METU and his MS from TEKPOL. He received his PhD in Sociology three years ago. From 2001 to 2008, he worked at TEKPOL as Research Assistant and ran many national and international projects. He also worked as a Research Fellow in IAS-STS, Graz, for one year. As well as his courses, he is also interested in aspects of new social media, such as ethical issues and digital computer games.

Jörg Krüger is the Project Manager at the TenneT Offshore GmbH in Bayreuth and responsible for the permissions for grid connections of offshore wind farms in the North Sea. Since 2006, he has been a lawyer in Dortmund and Bayreuth with the working focuses: economic, administrative, and economic constitution law, private business law, and energy and infrastructure law. From 2006 to 2009, he was an assistant at the Institute for Mining and Energy Law of the Ruhr-Universität Bochum. From 2004 to 2005, he was in the legal department of the RWE Energy AG in Dortmund. He studied law at the universities of Gießen and Bochum. He took his first state examination in 2002, and afterwards studied practical legal training (Referendariat) in Bochum, his second state examination was in 2004.

Stephan Lingner is a Senior Scientist and Vice-Director of the Europäische Akademie zur Erforschung von Folgen Wissenschaftlich-Technischer Entwicklungen Bad Neuenahr-Ahrweiler GmbH. He is responsible for the academy’s research programme on technology and environmental assessment and has coordinated several interdisciplinary projects in this field. Previously, he was a Research Fellow at the German Aerospace Center (DLR), where he performed conceptual studies on new options for space
exploration. Before, he was Planetary Scientist at Münster University. Stephan Lingner is also Managing Editor of the Springer journal *Poiesis & Praxis: International Journal of Ethics of Science and Technology Assessment*. He worked as Expert Reviewer for the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change (IPCC) and on other scientific programmes and projects. Stephan Lingner was Lecturer for Ecology at the Koblenz University of Applied Sciences and has been member of the German speaking “Netzwerk Technikfolgenabschätzung” (NTA) and of the European Space Policy Research and Academic Network (ESPRAN).

**Francesco Lissoni** is Professeur Associé at GREThA (Groupe de Recherche en Économie Théoretique et Appliquée), Université Bordeaux IV (France), and a Senior Fellow of KITES, the centre for Knowledge, Internationalization, and Technology Studies of Bocconi University, Milan. His research activity covers the economics of innovation adoption, intellectual property rights and technology transfer, and the geography of knowledge diffusion. He is a member of scientific committees for DRUID (Danish Research Unit on Industrial Dynamics, Copenhagen Business School and Aalborg University) and OST (Observatoire des Sciences et Techniques, Paris). He is Chairman of the research programme on Academic Patenting in Europe (APE-INV), funded by the European Science Foundation.

**Burhan Medettin** is the Branch Director of Ziraat Bank in Aydın, Bozdoğan. He received his B.S. and Master degree in Economics from Middle East Technical University. He is currently a PhD student at the Department of Economics in the University of Mugla. His PhD research is on the pricing policy of infrastructural investments. His research interests also lie in the areas of economics of innovation and foreign direct investments.

**Ewa Minska-Struzik** (born in 1975) is an Assistant Professor in the Department of International Economics at Poznan University of Economics (PUE), Poland. She received her PhD in 2003 from PUE Faculty of Management. She is a Lecturer of International Economics and International Political Relations, and a Member of the Council of the Faculty of International Economy at PUE. She is the author or co-author of several publications in such research areas as: international trade theory, production internationalization, and globalization. She is a Member of European International Business Academy (EIBA) and International Trade and Finance Association (ITFA). In 2011, she was awarded by the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education for a publication, “The Effects of Foreign Technology Shocks for the Polish Economy.”

**Jeffrey Paays** studied Business and Administration at the University of Groningen and graduated in 2005 on the subject of value creation in the renewable energy industry. He since works in the oil and gas industry, and is employed as business developer at Yokogawa.

**Satu Pätäri** works as a Professor in Strategic Management Accounting at the School of Business, Lappeenranta University of Technology, Finland. Pätäri’s research focuses on strategic management, combined with strategic management accounting. She is interested in value creation and many facets of firm performance. Her Doctoral thesis examined the sources of sustainable competitive advantage and the value-creation opportunities that are emerging at the intersection between the forest and energy industries for bioenergy. She has published, in the *International Journal of Production Economics, Technological Forecasting and Social Change*, and *Forest Policy and Economics* and *Corporate Social Responsibility and Environmental Management*. 
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Bahar Bayraktar Saglam was born in Ankara in 1977. She received his B.A. Degree in Economics (1999) Department from Middle East Technical University and MA in Economics (2001) from Bilkent University, Ankara, Turkey. She obtained her Ph.D. in Economics (2007) from Bilkent University, Ankara, Turkey. She worked as an Economist in the Statistical, Economic, and Social Research and Training Centre for Islamic Countries (SESRIC). Starting from January 2008, she is an Instructor at Hacettepe University. Her research interests are macroeconomic theory, economic growth and search, and matching models.

A. Orçun Sakarya graduated from Bilkent University, Faculty of Management, in 1998. He received his MBA degree from Yeditepe University, Istanbul, and PhD. Degree from Ankara University, Ankara, Turkey. After two years of banking experience, he joined Çankaya University’s Faculty of Economics and Administrative Science, Department of Management, where he is currently working as Assistant Professor, in the year 2000. His research areas include technology and innovation management, intellectual capital’s role in human resources, research based-view of the firm, industrial clusters, network organizations, economic dimensions of innovation policy, and competition.

Alper Sönmez is currently a Ph.D. Candidate in Economics at Middle East Technical University (METU), Turkey. He received his BS in Economics from Yıldız Technical University (YTU) in 2002, and later, he started the Ph.D. on BS program in Economics, METU. Since 2003, he has been working as a Teaching and Research Assistant at the Department of Economics, METU. From 2011 to 2012, he also worked as a Visiting Fellow at the Charles H. Dyson School of Applied Economics and Management (AEM), Cornell University, New York, USA. His research interests are knowledge and technology spillovers, FDI, automotive industry, MNCs, global production networks, and innovation.

Szymon Truskolaski (born in 1974) is an Assistant Professor in the Department of International Economics at Poznan University of Economics, Poland. After Ph.D studies at PUE, in 2004, he continued teaching undergrad and graduate courses on International Economics, International Finance, and International Knowledge Flows. He is the author or co-author of several publications in such research areas as: technological progress and its impact on economic growth, international technology diffusion, and innovative policy. A member of European International Business Academy (EIBA) and International Trade and Finance Association (ITFA). In 2011, he was awarded by the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education for a publication, “The Effects of Foreign Technology Shocks for the Polish Economy.”

Serdar Türkeli is a PhD fellow in the United Nations University Maastricht Economic and Social Research Institute on Innovation and Technology (UNU-MERIT) / Graduate School of Governance (MGSOG), conducting research on multi-dimensional governance of Science, Technology, and Innovation (STI) related policies. Formerly, he worked on various national/international STI policy research initiatives at the Middle East Technical University Science and Technology Policies Research Center (METU-TEKPOL) between 2006 and 2010, with a completed coursework in PhD-level STI policy studies. He holds a M.Sc. degree in International Studies in Computer Engineering from University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany.
Wim Westerman was born in 1959. He studied Business Administration at the University of Groningen, The Netherlands. From 1990/91 onwards, he has been Assistant Professor at the Faculty of Economics and Business of the University of Groningen. He received his PhD in 2003. Wim teaches Bachelor and Master courses on (International) Financial Management, and he supervises Master projects on Financial Management. In addition, he coordinates the International Financial Management programme of the faculty. His main research interests are in the areas of energy finance and treasury management. Wim acts as a Vice-Secretary of the Centre for Energy and Value of Issues (CEVI), he is an editorial board member of the Journal of Corporate Treasury Management (JCTM), and he is member of the University of Groningen’s Centre for International Banking, Insurance and Finance (CIBIF), and the Energy and Sustainability Centre (ESC).

Serdar Yarlıkaş graduated from the Department of Econometrics at Dokuz Eylul University. He received MSc degree in Information Systems from the Middle East Technical University. Currently, he continues PhD studies at the Middle East Technical University. He is a Research Assistant at the Middle East Technical University, and he performs academic studies in information technology outsourcing.

Julide Yıldırım was born in İzmir. She was graduated from METU Department of Economics in 1989. She obtained her BA degree in Economics from Bilkent University in 1990, and her Economics – Econometrics PhD degree from University of Manchester School of Economic Studies in 1997. She worked for Afyon Kocatepe University and Gazi University before joining TED University, Department of Economics. She teaches Macroeconomics, Health Economics, Health Policy and Planning, Econometrics, and Panel Data Analysis at undergraduate and graduate levels. She has published mainly on regional economics, defense economics, monetary economics, and spatial econometrics.

Rukiye Yılmaz was born in Bremen. She graduated from Deneme High School in 2000. She obtained her BA degree in Statistics Department from Hacettepe University in 2005 and her MS degree in Institute of Applied Mathematics, Financial Mathematics Department, from Middle East Technical University in 2009. She has been working in Business Registers Group of Industry and Business Statistics Department in Turkish Statistical Institute as an expert since 2006.

Thomas Ziesemer was born 17.12.1953, and is an Associate Professor of Economics at Maastricht University since Dec. 1996. From Oct. 1994 – Nov. 1996, he was an Associate Prof. of Microeconomics. From Dec. 1989 – Sept. 1994, he was an Assistant Professor of International Economics. He studied Economics at Universities of Kiel and Regensburg. He is a fellow of the Europäische Akademie, Ahrweiler. His fields of interest are development, international, environmental, and energy economics, growth, and technical change.